
OPEN SESAME--BAR ADMISSIONS AFTER SUPREME
COURT OF NEW HAMPSHIRE V. PIPER, 105 S.

Ct. 1272 (1985)

Home is the place where, when you have to go there,
They have to take you in.

Robert Frost

INTRODUCTION

Home, a word capable of evoking such strong emotions, is the fo-
cal point of Supreme Court of New Hampshire v. Piper,' in which the
location of an attorney's home was preventing her from gaining ad-
mission to the bar of another state to practice her profession. Rule 42
of the New Hampshire Supreme Court Rules limited bar admission
to only state residents.2 On March 4, 1985, the United States
Supreme Court decided that Rule 42 violated the privileges and im-
munities clause of article IV, section 2, of the United States Constitu-
tion.3 The Court stated that the right to practice law is protected by
the privileges and immunities clause of article IV, and that residency
requirements, for admission to the bar by examination, can be chal-
lenged under that clause.4

This Note examines the history of the privileges and immunities
clause, and its recent revival. It then reviews the history of bar ad-
mission residency requirements, regulation of the legal profession,
and early challenges to residency requirements. Next, this Note dis-
cusses the successful application of the clause in challenging resi-
dency requirements, culminating in the Piper decision. After
exploring the potential effects of the Piper ruling, residency require-
ments for bar admission on motion are discussed, and their demise
predicted. Finally, this Note raises the issue of creation of a national

1. 105 S. Ct. 1272 (1985).
2. Piper v. Supreme Court of New Hampshire, 539 F. Supp. 1064, 1066 (D.N.H.

1982), qffd en banc by an equally divided court per curiam, 723 F.2d 110 (1st Cir.
1983), affd, 105 S. Ct. 1272 (1985). Rule 42 provided in part: "Any person domiciled in
the United States and who either is a resident of the State of New Hampshire or filed
a statement of intention to reside in the State of New Hampshire shall be eligible to
apply for examination provided he [or she] is possessed of the qualifications hereinaf-
ter provided." Id.

3. Supreme Court of New Hampshire v. Piper, 105 S. Ct. 1272, 1280-81 (1985).
The privileges and immunities clause provides as follows: "The citizens of each state
shall be entitled to all Privileges and Immunities of Citizens in the several States."
U.S. CONST. art. IV, § 2, c1. 1.

4. Piper, 105 S. Ct. at 1277.
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bar and discusses how the Piper decision is a strong force in aiming
the legal profession in such a direction.

FACTS AND HOLDING

Kathryn Piper lives in Lower Waterford, Vermont, approxi-
mately 400 yards from the New Hampshire border.5 In 1979, she ap-
plied for permission to take the February, 1980, New Hampshire bar
examination.6 As was required by Rule 42 of the New Hampshire
Supreme Court, Piper filed a statement of intent to reside in New
Hampshire. 7 The Board of Examiners, after an investigation, con-
cluded that Piper was of good moral character and could meet the
other requirements for admission; therefore, she was granted permis-
sion to take the exam.8

On April 18, 1980, Piper was notified that she had passed the ex-
amination and would be eligible to be sworn in once she established
her New Hampshire residency.9 Due to a change in her situation,10

Piper requested a dispensation from the residency requirement,
which was denied by the clerk of the New Hampshire Supreme
Court." She then petitioned the New Hampshire Supreme Court for
an exception to the residency requirement, which was also denied.12

She initiated this action in the United States District Court for the
District of New Hampshire, alleging that Rule 42 violated the privi-
leges and immunities clause of article IV, section 2 of the United
States Constitution.' 3 On May 17, 1982, the district court granted

5. Id. at 1274.
6. Id. Piper was then a member of the state bar of Vermont and admitted to

practice before the United States District Court for the District of Vermont. Piper, 539
F. Supp. at 1065.

7. Piper, 539 F. Supp. at 1065. See also note 2 supra.
8. Piper, 539 F. Supp. at 1065. Piper was willing to take the practical skills

course presented by the New Hampshire Bar Association, which assists new lawyers in
the development of basic skills and is a requirement of all who have taken and passed
the bar examination. This course was to be taken within one year of admission to the
bar. Id. at 1066.

9. Piper, 105 S. Ct. at 1274.
10. Specifically, Piper stated that conflict of interest problems would arise if she

were to practice law in her hometown as her husband was an attorney there. She also
was a homeowner in Vermont, and due to the tight mortgage market, moving would
be a considerable hardship. Finally, Piper was expecting a child. Piper, 539 F. Supp. at
1065.

11. Piper, 105 S. Ct. at 1274.
12. Id.
13. Id. at 1274-75. Piper also claimed that Rule 42 violated the fourteenth amend-

ment in that it deprived her of property without due process of the law, denied her
equal protection of the law, and violated article I, § 8 of the United States Constitution
in that it placed an undue burden on interstate commerce. Id. at 1275 n.3. The district
court did not consider these claims. Id.
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Piper's motion for a summary judgment.14 Finding the practice of
law "clearly within the ambit"' 5 of the privileges and immunities
clause, the district court concluded that Rule 42 was discriminatory
against nonresidents as there was not a substantial reason for the dis-
crimination other than residence, or put another way, there was no
showing that nonresidents constituted a peculiar source of evil which
the state sought to address.' 6 The court concluded that Piper's non-
residence was not the source of any of the evils which the state indi-
cated the rule would remedy. 17

The First Circuit Court of Appeals, sitting en banc, affirmed the
judgment for Piper in an evenly split decision.' 8 In holding that Rule
42 violates the privileges and immunities clause, the appellate court
concluded that there were no valid reasons for discriminating against
nonresidents with respect to bar admission, and that Rule 42 was not
substantially related to its stated purpose.19

The United States Supreme Court affirmed that judgment in
favor of Piper.20 The Court concluded that the right to practice law
is protected by the privileges and immunities clause.21 The Court
also stated that the clause is "not an absolute, '22 and that in this case,
the state neither "advances a substantial reason for its discrimination
against nonresident applicants to the bar, nor demonstrates that the
discrimination practiced bears a close relationship to its proffered
objectives. '23

BACKGROUND

The Privileges and Immunities Clause of Article IV

"Article IV, section 2 builds a bridge between federalism and
personal rights."2 The privileges and immunities clause of the
United States Constitution, which has been called "the basis of the

14. Id. at 1275.
15. Piper, 539 F. Supp. at 1071.
16. Id. at 1074-75.
17. Id.
18. Piper v. Supreme Court of New Hampshire, 723 F.2d 110 (1st Cir. 1983)

(equally divided en banc court per curiam), affd, 105 S. Ct. 1272 (1985). Earlier, a
three judge panel for the First Circuit Court of Appeals had reversed the district
court's decision. Piper v. Supreme Court of New Hampshire, 723 F.2d 98, 106 (1st Cir.
1983), rev'd by an equally divided en banc court per curiam, 723 F.2d 110 (1st Cir.
1983), aff'd, 105 S. Ct. 1272 (1985).

19. Piper, 723 F. 2d at 118.
20. Piper, 105 S. Ct. at 1273.
21. Id. at 1277.
22. Id. at 1278.
23. Id. at 1280.
24. L. TRIBE, AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW § 6-32 at 404 (1978).
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union,' 25 was itself based on the privileges and immunities clause of
article IV of the Articles of Confederation. 26 The goals of each were
to minimize friction among the people of the various states and
among the states themselves.2

The privileges and immunities clause did not prove to be the uni-
fying force that the framers intended. In the earliest interpretation
of the clause, it was seen as a vehicle to introduce a natural rights
theory into the Constitution, as a protector of fundamental natural
rights.2 8 Later interpretations directed states that any rights granted
to its own citizens were to be granted to all.29 This proved to be
much too stringent, as states had legitimate concerns which necessi-
tated discrimination against nonresidents.30 The response from the
courts was to create a reasonableness exception-states could dis-
criminate against nonresidents if such discrimination was "reason-
able," and it was usually held to be so. 31

In the first major case to be decided under the clause, Corfield v.
Coryell,32 Justice Bushrod Washington saw the clause as a source of
substantive federal protection for fundamental natural rights.33 Pro-
tected under the clause were those "privileges and immunities which
are, in their nature, fundamental; which belong, of right, to the citi-
zens of all free governments;" 4 which include the "right of a citizen
of one state to pass through, or to reside in any other state, for
purposes of trade, agriculture, professional pursuits, or
otherwise .... -35

This natural rights theory of the privileges and immunities
clause was later discarded by the Court.36 The focus was shifted
from the protection of commonly held fundamental rights, to the

25. THE FEDERALIST No. 80, at 502 (A. Hamilton) (B. F. Wright ed. 1974).
26. L. TRIBE, supra note 24, § 6-32 at 405 n.3. "The better to secure and perpetu-

ate mutual friendship and intercourse among the people of the different states in this
union, the free inhabitants of each of these states, paupers, vagabonds, and fugitives.
from justice excepted, shall be entitled to all privileges and immunities of free citizens
in the several states .... " Id. See generally, M. FARRAND, RECORDS OF THE FEDERAL
CONVENTION OF 1787 (1911); M. JENSEN, THE ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION (1970).

27. Simson, Discrimination Against Nonresidents and the Privileges and Immu-
nities Cause ofArticle IV, 128 U. PA. L. REv. 379, 383 (1979).

28. See notes 32-35 and accompanying text infra.
29. See notes 36-40 and accompanying text infzra.
30. Id.
31. See notes 41-45 and accompanying text infra.
32. 6 F. Cas. 546 (C.C.E.D. Pa. 1823) (No. 3230).
33. L. TRIBE, supra note 24, § 6-32 at 406.
34. Corfleld v. Coryell, 6 F. Cas. 546, 551 (C.C.E.D. Pa. 1823)(No. 3230).
35. Id. at 552.
36. L. TRIBE, supra note 24, § 6-32 at 406. Slaughterhouse Cases, 83 U.S. (16

Wall.) 36, 37 (1872) (holding that protected privileges and immunities are those which
belong to state citizens); Downham v. Alexandria, 77 U.S. (10 Wall.) 173, 175 (1869)
(equality of privileges and immunities between citizens of different states); See Paul v.
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protection of those privileges and immunities granted by a state to its
own citizens.3 7 As stated in Paul v. Virginia: s8

It was undoubtedly the object of the clause in question
to place the citizens of each State upon the same footing
with citizens of other States, so far as the advantages result-
ing from citizenship in those States are concerned. It re-
lieves them from the disabilities of alienage in other States;
it inhibits discriminating legislation against them by other
States; it gives them the right of free ingress into other
States, and egress from them; it insures to them in other
States the same freedom possessed by the citizens of those
States in the acquisition and enjoyment of property and in
the pursuit of happiness; and it secures to them in other
States the equal protection of their laws. It has been justly
said that no provision in the Constitution has tended so
strongly to constitute the citizens of the United States one
people as this.3 9

The Court's message to the states was that "whatever those rights, as
you grant or establish them to your own citizens, or as you limit or
qualify, or impose restrictions on their exercise, the same, neither
more nor less, shall be the measure of the rights of citizens of other
States within your jurisdiction."40

Such a rigid standard ignored the legitimate concern that nonres-
idents did at times present a special problem to the states, and the
Court responded by creating exceptions.41 In Blake v. Mcaung4 2, the

Virginia, 75 U.S. (8 Wall.) 168, 180-81 (1868) (privileges enjoyed in one state not se-
cured in other states).

37. However, the Court today continues to refer to the list of basic fundamental
rights in Corfield. See notes 64-65 and accompanying text infra.

38. 75 U.S. (8 Wall.) 168 (1868).
39. Id. at 180. For a critical view of this case see Anteau, Paul's Perverted Privi-

leges or the True Meaning of the Privileges and Immunities Clause of Article Four, 9
WM. & MARY L. REv. 1 (1967). In attempting to clearly illustrate Justice Field's deci-
sion, Antieau stated that:

If a person from New York, for example, went to Mississippi and was to-
tally denied freedom of speech, assembly .... [i]t would all be constitutional
so long as the citizens of Mississippi had regularly been denied the same
rights! Thus, through Field and his colleagues, the privileges and immunities
of the Fourth Article became only those liberties a second state might choose
to grant to its own people, as [miserly] as this might be. No longer would the
clause protect the "common rights of free citizens," all "fundamental," "natu-
ral" rights.

Id. at 22.
40. Slaughterhouse Cases, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36, 77 (1872).
41. L. TRIBE, supra note 24, at 407-08. For example, in LaTourette v. McMaster,

248 U.S. 465, 470 (1918), the Court held that a state statute which included a residency
requirement to become a registered insurance broker was not violative of the privi-
leges and immunities clause as it was a reasonable regulation.

In Canadian Northern Ry. Co. v. Eggen, 252 U.S. 553, 562 (1920), the Court held
that a statute of limitations for access to courts (which was different for citizens and
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Court declared:
We must not be understood as saying that a citizen of

one State is entitled to enjoy in another State every privilege
that may be given in the latter to its own citizens. There are
privileges that may be accorded by a state to its own people
in which citizens of other States may not participate except
in conformity to such reasonable regulations as may be es-
tablished by the State.43

Thus, the clause became tempered by the reasonableness excep-
tion; the exception, in turn, was often applied in an arbitrary and un-
predictable fashion.44 The privileges and immunities clause, once
called the "basis of the union, '45 was in need of a new, stronger
framework. Not until the modern interpretation of the clause did it
live up to the framer's intent.46 The clause was given new life by the
modern interpretation which requires a close fit between the means
and the ends, and most importantly, a shift in the burden of proof to
the discriminating state.47 The state now must show that nonresi-
dents constitute the peculiar source of the evil it is trying to eradi-
cate,4s that the reasons for the discrimination are substantial,49 and
that the discrimination practiced is closely tailored to the substantial
ends.5° That latter point means that a court must consider the availa-
bility of less restrictive means.51

The needed change in the standard of review under the clause
was provided in the case of Toomer v. Witsell.52 In Toomer, the
Court shifted the focus of review from the categorization of funda-
mental rights of state citizenship to the analysis of the states justifi-

noncitizens of the state) was not violative of the clause as the constitutional require-
ment was satisfied as long as the terms of the statute were reasonable.

Similarly, in Hess v. Pawloski, 274 U.S. 352, 356 (1927), the Court upheld a state
statute appointing the registrar of the state as the agent for service of process for non-
residents who operated a motor vehicle within the state. The Court held that a state
may not unfairly discriminate against nonresidents, but it may make and enforce rea-
sonable regulations.

Finally, in Douglas v. New York, New Haven & Hartford R. R. Co., 279 U.S. 377,
387 (1929), the Court noted that in restricting nonresident access to courts, "[a] distinc-
tion of privileges according to residence may be based upon rational considerations and
has been upheld by this Court ......

42. 172 U.S. 239 (1898).
43. Id. at 256.
44. L. TRME, supra note 24, §6-32, at 408. See also note 41 supra.
45. THE FEDERALIST, supra note 25, at 502.
46. See notes 65-71 and accompanying text infra.
47. See notes 52-61 and accompanying text infra.
48. See notes 55-61 and accompanying text infra.
49. Id.
50. Id.
51. Id.
52. 334 U.S. 385 (1948).
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cations for the challenged discriminatory burdens, thus shifting the
burden to the state.53 The Court, in striking down a state statute
which discriminated against nonresidents,54 announced the standard
of review in a privileges and immunities clause challenge:

Like many other constitutional provisions, the privileges
and immunities clause is not an absolute. It does bar dis-
crimination against citizens of other States where there is no
substantial reason for the discrimination beyond the mere
fact that they are citizens of other States. But it does not
preclude disparity of treatment in the many situations where
there are perfectly valid independent reasons for it. Thus
the inquiry in each case must be concerned with whether
such reasons do exist and whether the degree of discrimina-
tion bears a close relation to them.55

This new standard of review acknowledges the view that certain dis-
criminatory actions by states are permissible, but it now demands
more than a reasonableness standard: the state, who now has the
burden of proof, may only discriminate against nonresidents when
the very fact of their residency status creates a problem for a legiti-
mate state interest that cannot be addressed in a less discriminatory
way.

56

This substantial reason test works to further the purpose of the
privileges and immunities clause, "to help fuse into one Nation a col-
lection of independent, sovereign States." 57 The Court acknowledges
that some forms of discrimination against nonresidents are permissi-
ble, specifically when they "constitute a peculiar source of the evil"
that the state is safeguarding against. 8 The announcement by the
Court that the inquiry in each case is whether the state's reasons for
discriminatory treatment are valid, shifts the burden to the state.59

The state is now forced to seek less restrictive alternatives to avoid
"a remedy so drastic" as to violate the clause.6° Thus, the privileges
and immunities clause gained new bite by the shift in the burden of
proof to the state and the requirement of a close fit between the
means and the ends.6

In deciding which distinctions between residents and nonresi-

53. L. TRIBE, Ai~mcAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW § 6-33, 410-11 (1978).
54. Toomer, 334 U.S. at 389. Section 3379 of the South Carolina Code required

nonresidents to pay a $2,500 licensing fee to operate a commercial shrimp boat, while
residents were charged only a $25 fee. Id.

55. Toomer, 334 U.S. at 396.
56. L. TRIBE, supra note 53, at 410.
57. Toomer, 334 U.S. at 395.
58. Id. at 398.
59. Id. at 396.
60. Id. at 398-99.
61. L. TRIBE, supra note 53, §6-33, at 411.
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dents were not permissible, the Court in Baldwin v. Montana Fish &
Game Commission62 noted that "only with respect to those 'privi-
leges' and 'immunities' bearing upon the vitality of the Nation as a
single entity must the state treat all citizens, resident and nonresi-
dent, equally."6 3 Included in this category are "basic and essential ac-
tivities, interference with which would frustrate the purposes of the
formation of the Union .... 64 In attempting to define exactly
what these basic and essential activities are, the Court returned to
Corfield and noted that, although Justice Washington had relied on
notions of natural rights in his interpretation of the clause, the privi-
leges he listed as protected would be included among those protected
today.6 5 The Court also retained the notion that the clause is not an
absolute, as states sometimes have legitimate reasons for discriminat-
ing against nonresidents.86 The modern view expanded on this by re-
quiring that the reasons for the discrimination against nonresidents
be substantial,6 7 not merely reasonable. 6s The discriminating state
must now justify its actions, thus shifting the burden to the state.6 9

Finally, the Court insists on a close fit between the means and the
ends,70 thereby refining the clause to give it the force that the fram-
ers intended.7 1 Now that the standard of review in privileges and im-
munities clause challenges was clearly defined, it was ripe for use in
striking down residency requirements for admission to the bar, as
was done in Piper.

Regulation of the Legal Profession

The legal profession is no stranger to enacting self-protectionist
measures. In fact, protectionism is the motivation cited in enacting
residency requirements for bar admission. Who would control the
legal profession has been the subject of battle since the colonial pe-
riod. The body which gained control over the profession could deter-
mine its direction.

The legal profession in America has been regulated since colo-
nial times. 72 Deciding whether the judicial or legislative branch of

62. 436 U.S. 371 (1977).
63. Id. at 383.
64. Id. at 387.
65. Id. See also notes 32-35 and accompanying text supra.
66. See text at notes 41-43 supra.
67. See text at notes 54-61 supra.
68. See text at notes 41-44 supra.
69. See text at notes 52-61 supra.
70. See text at notes 46-61 supra.
71. See text at notes 26-27 supra.
72, Alpert, The Inherent Power of the Courts to Regulate the Practice of Law: An

Historical Analysis, 32 BUrr. L. REv. 525, 531-32 (1983). Of the original 13 colonies, in
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the government was to control the practice of law has been a focal
point in the history of regulation of the legal profession.73 In the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, attorneys sought to in-
crease their status and decrease their competition.74 Their motives
were, as usual, mixed: "[a]n unselfish desire to better the profession,
together with a selfish desire to control the supply of lawyers, and
keep out price cutters and undesirables."75 One of the strategies used
by the judiciary was to create powerful bar associations on local and
national levels.76

To serve their goals, leaders of the bar attempted to limit access
to the bar by raising standards to exclude certain groups.77 Realizing
that legislatures were more reluctant to impose such standards than
the judiciary, the movement began to restrict, if not eliminate, legis-
lative power over the courts.78 Using the traditional characterization
of lawyers as officers of the court, it was asserted that any interfer-
ence with the courts by the legislature was a violation of the doctrine
of separation of powers.79 In 1928, Chief Justice Benjamin Cardozo
of the New York Court of Appeals called for judicial control of the
bar by stating- "If the house is to be cleaned, it is for those who oc-
cupy and govern it, rather than for strangers, to do the noisome
work."

80

The New Deal era saw challenges to the, characterization of at-
torneys as officers of the court as such characterization was "only a
name, and ... the name is not used in the constitutions, and thus a
challenge to the supposed inherency of judicial control of the bar."8'

Massachusetts, Georgia, and North Carolina, the courts governed the bar by rules. The
courts governed the bar by a legislative grant of power in Pennsylvania, South Caro-
lina, and Connecticut. In New York and New Jersey, the legislature gave the governor
power to license attorneys, but the assemblies legislated post-admission issues. In the
remaining four colonies, Virginia, Maryland, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island, the
legislatures governed all phases. The history of Delaware's regulation was unknown to
Alpert. Id. at 532.

73. Id. at 533. The commentator stated: "Some combination of legislative and ju-
dicial control has characterized the practice of law in every state." Id.

74. Id. at 536.
75. L FRIEDMAN, A HISTORY OF AMERICAN LAw 566 (1973).
76. Alpert, aupra note 72, at 536.
77. Id. at 537. For example, immigrants and women were among the objects of

discrimination. Id. at 537-38. See also Bradwell v. Illinois, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 130, 141
(1872) (Bradley, J., concurring) ("[The paramount destiny and mission of woman [sic]
are to fulfill the noble and benign offices of wife and mother.") L. FRIEDMAN, supra
note 75, at 553 (old-line lawyers unhappy about influx of Celts, Jews, other

undesirables).
78. Alpert, supra note 72, at 538.
79. Id. at 539.
80. Karlin v. Culkin, 248 N.Y. 465, 480, 162 N.E. 487, 493 (1928).
81. Beardsley, The Judicial Claim to Inherent Power Over the Bar, 19 A.B.A. J.

509, 510 (1933).
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This was a threat to elite lawyers8 2 who felt that then was the time
to push for bar integration, which would strengthen the power of the
legal profession.83 Courts, rather than legislatures, increasingly
gained control over the profession; then the attacks began against the
bar's claim of a monopoly status.s4

Courts traditionally deferred to state regulation of the legal pro-
fession, viewing it as a learned profession not subject to the same
constitutional regulations as were other economic activities.8 5 In a
line of cases attacking various regulations set up by state courts and
bar associations,8 6 the United States Supreme Court began chipping
away at the deference once paid to the states in regulating attor-
neys.8 7 The Supreme Court has increasingly viewed the practice of
law as a form of commercial activity stating that "[t]he belief that
lawyers are somehow 'above' trade has become an anachronism
.... "88 As this view of attorneys as professionals engaged in a com-
mercial venture was gaining acceptance, the traditional deference
paid to state regulation was eroding.8 9

82. J. AUERBACH, UNEQUAL JUSTICE 191 (1978). The author stated: '"The sudden
proliferation of New Deal laws and agencies exceeded the worst fears of traditionalist
lawyers, who ... resisted state and federal regulatory activities that would impede
their corporate clients. They viewed the growth of administrative law as an alarming
symptom of change." Id.

83. Alpert, supra note 72, at 544-45. Some northern supporters also suggested bar
integration could help control the flow of undesirable elements into the bar, while
southern whites viewed it as a way to dominate black lawyers. Id. See also J.
AUERBACH, supra note 82, at 120 (viewing compulsory bar membership as a restrictive
device to limit professional competition and to increase power and influence of the
bar).

84. See Alpert, supra note 72, at 543-48.
85. Hafter, Toward the Multistate Practice of Law Through Admission by Reci-

procity, 53 Miss. L.J. 1, 30 (1983).
86. In the following cases, the Court held that states could not prohibit group

legal services: United Trans. Union v. State Bar of Michigan, 401 U.S. 576, 585-86
(1971) (union may retain attorneys to provide legal services); United Mine Workers v.
Illinois State Bar Ass'n. 389 U.S. 217, 224-25 (1967) (employment of staff attorney by
labor organization not unauthorized practice of law); Brotherhood of R.R. Trainmen v.
Virginia ex rel. Virginia State Bar, 377 U.S. 1, 8 (1964) (state prohibition against legal
services group advising workers violative of first and fourteenth amendments);
NAACP v. Button, 371 U.S. 415, 428 (1953) (state's attempts at limiting activities of
legal services group violative of first amendment).

In the following cases, the Court held that lawyer advertising was permissible: In
re R.M.J. 455 U.S. 191, 207 (1982) (restrictions on attorney's non-misleading advertising
violative of first and fourteenth amendments); Bates v. State Bar of Arizona, 433 U.S.
350, 384 (1977) (permitting attorney's truthful advertisements).

The Court has held that bar associations may not promulgate minimum fee sched-
ules. Goldfarb v. Virginia State Bar, 421 U.S. 773, 788 (1975).

87. Hafter, supra note 85, at 30.
88. Bates v. State Bar of Arizona, 433 U.S. 350, 371-72 (1977).
89. Hafter, supra note 85, at 30. See, e.g., NAACP v. Button, 371 U.S. 415, 439

(1953) (states not allowed to ignore constitutional rights under guise of prohibiting pro-
fessional misconduct).
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The Court also discarded the notion that lawyers are officers of
the court in the sense of their being quasi-officials of the govern-
ment.90 Because a lawyer "makes his [or her] own decisions, follows
his [or her] own best judgment, collects his [or her] own fees, and
runs his [or her] own business," the Court has stated that attorneys
should not be considered officers of the court within the conventional
meaning of that term.91

Challenges to regulations of the legal profession became more
feasible now that attorneys were viewed as practicing a trade. Resi-
dency requirements for bar admission by examination was one area
where challenges arose.

Bar Admission Residency Requirements

Most states at one time or another have adopted residency re-
quirements for admission to the bar. Such requirements typically
take one of three forms: simple residency requirements demand resi-
dency at the time of application, examination, or admission to the
state bar; durational residency requirements demand residency for a
period of time prior to application, examination, or admission to the
bar; continuing residency requirements demand residency in the
state after admission to the bar.92

The states' assertions as to the interests served by these require-
ments include: nonresidents are less likely to become, and to remain,
familiar with local rules and procedures;93 nonresidents are less
likely to behave ethically;94 nonresidents are less likely to be avail-
able for court proceedings and service of process;95 nonresidents are
less likely to do pro bono work in the state.96

90. In re Griffiths, 413 U.S. 717, 729 (1973). The characterization of attorneys as
officers of the courts has been critized. The Commission on Professional Responsibil-
ity of the Roscoe Pound American Trial Lawyers Foundation has called the terminol-
ogy "at best meaningless, and at worst misleading." 16 TRIAj, Aug. 1980, at 44, 49. The
characterization also has been criticized as being "at best an imprecise categorization
which cannot be accorded any constitutional significance." Note, A Constitutional
Analysis of State Bar Residency Requirements Under the Interstate Privileges and Im-
munities Clause of Article IV, 92 HARV. L. REV. 1461, 1478 (1979).

91. Griffiths, 413 U.S. at 729 (quoting Cammer v. United States, 350 U.S. 399, 405
(1956)).

92. Special Project, Admission to the Bar: A Constitutional Analysis, 34 VAND. L.
REv. 655, 731 (1981).

93. Piper, 105 S. Ct. at 1279; Stalland v. South Dakota Board of Bar Examiners,
530 F. Supp. 155, 159 (D.S.D. 1982); Noll v. Alaska Bar Ass'n, 649 P.2d 241, 244 (Alaska
1982).

94. Piper, 105 S. Ct. at 1279; Stalland, 530 F. Supp. at 159; Noll, 649 P.2d at 244;
Sheley v. Alaska Bar Ass'n, 620 P.2d 640, 645 (Alaska 1980).

95. Piper, 105 S. Ct. at 1280; Stalland, 530 F. Supp. at 160; Noll, 649 P.2d at 245;
Sargus v. West Virginia Board of Law Examiners, 294 S.E. 2d 440, 445 (W. Va. 1982).

96. Piper, 105 S. Ct. at 1280; Stalland, 530 F. Supp. at 160.
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While the interests supposedly served by residency requirements
are legitimate, these requirements have been attacked, often vehe-
mently, by critics who viewed them as nothing more than economic
protectionism, ensuring that legal business in the state goes exclu-
sively to native attorneys.9 7 Critics of "xenophobic residency require-
ments" insist that they serve no governmental interest at all, much
less a legitimate and compelling one, and have further noted that "it
is at least strange that the very profession that has won recognition
of the constitutional rights ... against unreasonable residency re-
quirements for the public at large... should ardently infringe upon
those same rights of its own members."9 8 Residency requirements
have also been branded "'trade barriers' which tend to protect
and keep in 'business' those who cannot stand professional
competition." 99

Early challenges to residency requirements met with much
resistance, as these requirements were seen as reasonable exercises
of a state's police power.1° ° Two cases decided by the United States
Supreme Court were important in reversing the trend in this area:
Schware v. Board of Bar Examiners,10 1 which ruled that "any qualifi-
cation required by a state for admission to the bar must have a ra-
tional connection with an applicant's fitness or capacity to practice
law,"'10 2 and Shapiro v. Thompson,'0 3 which struck down a one-year
residency requirement for receipt of welfare benefits as violative of
the equal protection clause and the right to travel.'l 4 Together these
cases provided a spark for a line of cases involving equal protection
challenges against bar admission residency requirements, which were
more likely to be struck down if they were longer-thus more of a
barrier to admission.'0 5

97. Dalton & Williamson, State Barriers Against Migrant Lawyers, 25 U.K.C. L.
REv. 144, 147-48 (1957).

98. Theagle, On TriaL The Legal Establishment" Charge: Arbitrary, Unreasona-
ble and Capricious Standards; VerdicL Guilty, 1 JuRis DR., Jan. 1971, at 8, 10.

99. Horack, "Trade Barriers" to Bar Admissions, 28 J. AM. JUD. Soc. 102, 102
(1944).

100. See, e.g., In re Bonam, 255 Mich. 59, -, 237 N.W. 45, 46 (1931) (legislature
given great deference in its enactment of rules and regulations governing bar admis-
sion); In re Robinson, 82 Neb. 172, 117 N.W. 352, 352 (1908) (nonresident's motion to
practice law denied solely on basis of residency); In re Admission to the Bar, 61 Neb.
58, 61, 84 N.W. 611, 612 (1900) (object of statute to secure high standard of attorneys).

101. 353 U.S. 232 (1957).
102. Id. at 239.
103. 394 U.S. 618 (1969).
104. Id. at 638.
105. Residency requirements were held invalid under the equal protection clause

in: Smith v. Davis, 350 F. Supp. 1225, 1229 (S.D. W. Va. 1972) (one year residency re-
quirement); Potts v. Honorable Justices of Supreme Court, 332 F. Supp. 1392, 1398 (D.
Hawaii 1971) (registered voter requirement with one-year residency requirement for
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Simple residency requirements, however, were not viewed as
barriers, but merely as burdens to admission l 6 To strike down sim-
ple residency requirements, since they had been consistently up-
held,0 7 a different avenue of attack was needed. The revitalized
privileges and immunities clause had not yet been used for such a
challenge, and was waiting in the wings for its successful
application.108

The Privileges and Immunities Clause Confronts Bar Admission
Residency Requirements

Once the privileges and immunities clause was used to challenge
residency requirements, success was inevitable. The changing view of
attorneys, societal changes, and changes in the practice of law were
the sparks behind the challenges.'09 Growth of the legal profession
was being hampered by these requirements, and their demise was
welcomed by those desiring further growth of the profession."l 0

Attorneys are no longer viewed as officers of the court in the
sense of being quasi-officials of the government, somehow above
trade."' They are practicing their profession today with all the trap-
pings of a commercial venture, including advertising" 2 and aggres-
sive competition for clients. 1 3 Law firms are also increasingly

voter registration); Lipman v. VanZant, 329 F. Supp., 391, 401 (N.D. Miss. 1971); (one-
year residency requirement); Webster v. Wofford, 321 F. Supp. 1259, 1262 (N.D. Ga.
1970) (one-year residency requirement); and Keenan v. Board of Law Examiners, 317
F. Supp. 1350, 1358 (E.D.N.C. 1970) (one-year residency requirement).

Some shorter residency requirements were held valid under the equal protection
clause in: Tang v. Appellate Div. of N.Y. Supreme Court, 373 F. Supp. 800, 802
(S.D.N.Y. 1972) (6-month residency requirement); Suffling v. Bondurant, 339 F. Supp.
257, 260 (D.N.M. 1972) (six-month residency requirement); and Lipman v. VanZant,
329 F. Supp. 391, 394-95 (N.D. Miss. 1971) (90-day residency requirement).

Residency requirements have been challenged also under the due process clause.
A one-year requirement was held invalid in Smith v. Davis, 350 F. Supp. 1225, 1230
(S.D. W. Va. 1972). A simple residency requirement was held valid in In re Titus, 213
Va. 289, -, 191 S.E.2d 798, 801 (1972).

106. See note 107 infia.
107. See, e.g., Tang, 373 F. Supp. at 801; Lipman, 329 F. Supp. at 404; Titus, 213 Va.

at -, 191 S.E.2d at 802-03.
108. See notes 109-35 and accompanying text infra. An unsuccessful challenge

under the privileges or immunities clause of the fourteenth amendment was made in
Baker v. Varser, 240 N.C. 260, -, 82 S.E.2d 90, 97 (1954).

109. See notes 111-14 and accompanying text infra.
110. Brakel & Loh, Regulating the Multistate Practice of Law, 50 WAsH. L. REV.

699, 701-02 (1975).
111. See note 90 and accompanying text aupra.
112. King, What Works, What Doesn'% in Advertising, 71 A.B.A. J., Apr. 1985, at

54,54.
113. Silas, Law Firms Branch Out, 71 A.B.A. J., June 1985, at 44, 44. The author

reasoned: "Due to increased competition, the legal profession has been forced to de-
velop a business emphasis and seek business aggressively." Id.
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branching out into many states to serve their clients better, to gener-
ate additional business by expanding into locations experiencing eco-
nomic growth, and to establish national practices." 4

The desire for continued growth in this direction led to the chal-
lenges against bar admission residency requirements. Under the re-
vised standard of review of the privileges and immunities clause,
these challenges proved to be successful in striking down the require-
ments." 5 They were found to serve no purpose other than economic
protectionism, and were struck down because the states were unable
to justify the imposition of these requirements on nonresident
attorneys."

6

In Gordon v. Committee on Character & Fitness,117 a six month
durational residency requirement was struck down under the clause,
after being challenged by an attorney working as in-house counsel
for a multistate corporation." 8 The New York Court of Appeals
found that the restriction "significantly impair[ed] the efforts of non-
residents to earn a livelihood,"" 9 and thus it served no purpose other
than "parochial interests."' 20 A thirty day residency requirement
was also struck down in Sheley v. Alaska Bar Association'2 ' after be-
ing challenged by an attorney who found it economically impossible
to stop working at her present job to establish residency in Alaska.122

The Alaska Supreme Court found that the discrimination against
nonresidents did not bear a substantial relationship to the ends
sought, as there were less restrictive alternatives available.m2

After these two successful challenges, more cases appeared chal-
lenging residency requirements for bar admission. Residency re-
quirements were invalidated in Alaska,124  Alabama, 12 5  West
Virginia,126 South Dakota,'27 Massachusetts, 12 s and New Hamp-

114. Id. at 45.
115. See notes 124-29 and accompanying text infra.
116. Id.
117. 48 N.Y.2d 266, 397 N.E.2d 1309, 422 N.Y.S.2d 641 (1979).
118. Id. at 269, 397 N.E.2d at 1310, 422 N.Y.S.2d at 642-43.
119. Id. at 273, 397 N.E.2d at 1313, 422 N.Y.S.2d at 645.
120. Id.
121. 620 P.2d 640 (Alaska 1980).
122. Id. at 641.
123. Id. at 645.
124. Noll v. Alaska Bar Ass'n, 649 P.2d 241, 246 (Alaska 1982). The simple resi-

dency requirement struck down in Noll had replaced the thirty-day requirement which
had been struck down in Sheley. See Sheiey, 620 P.2d at 646.

125. Strauss v. Alabama State Bar, 520 F. Supp. 173, 179 (N.D. ALa 1981).
126. Sargus v. West Virginia Bd. of Law Examiners, 294 S.E.2d 440, 446 (W. Va.

1982).
127. Stalland v. South Dakota Bd. of Examiners, 530 F. Supp. 155, 162 (D.S.D.

1982).
128. In re Jadd, 391 Mass. 227, -, 461 N.E.2d 760, 761 (1984).
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shire.' 29 The personal circumstances of the attorneys raising these
challenges included the desire to engage in the multistate practice of
law130 and the inability to meet the residency requirement because of
undue hardship on her family.' 3 '

While acknowledging the legitimate ends sought to be furthered
by the states, the courts in these cases found the requirements to be
"a protectionistic trade barrier for the economic protection of local
interests"'3 2 and "not 'closely tailored' to avoid the dangers nonresi-
dents are said to represent."' 33 The Piper case affirmed this line of
reasoning. The Court noted that the state failed on both parts of the
Toomer test' 34 by neither advancing a substantial reason for the dis-
crimination against nonresidents nor demonstrating that the discrim-
ination bears a close relationship to its proffered objectives.' 35 Thus,
the fate of simple residency requirements for admission to the bar on
examination has been decided. States are now faced with the di-
lemma of deciding what actions to take to protect their legitimate in-
terests in regulating attorneys.

ANALYSIS

In attempting to justify its residency requirement, the state in
Piper advanced three arguments: that the practice of law was not a
fundamental right protected by the privileges and immunities
clause;i 36 that the principals of federalism protected the state's abil-
ity to regulate officers of the court;13 7 and that the state's approach to
the problem was the least restrictive alternative. 38 The Court's re-
jection of the first two arguments was predictable and appropriate,
considering the present nature of the practice of law.'3 9 Since the fo-
cus of a privileges and immunities clause challenge is on the state's
justifications for the discrimination,' 4° it is the Court's analysis of the
third argument that is significant in Piper.

The justifications offered by the state in Piper were that nonresi-
dent members of the bar "would be less likely to: (i) become, and re-

129. Piper, 539 F. Supp. at 1074-75.
130. Stalland, 530 F. Supp. at 157.
131. Sargus, 294 S.E.2d at 442.
132. Struss, 520 F. Supp. at 179.
133. Stalland, 530 F. Supp. at 162.
134. See notes 52-61 and accompanying text supra.
135. Piper, 105 S. Ct. at 1280.
136. See id. at 1276.
137. Id. at 1277-78. The Court explained that the state's "contention is based on

the premise that the lawyer is an 'officer of the court,' who 'exercises state power on a
daily basis."' Id. at 1277.

138. Id. at 1279-80.
139. See notes 109-14 and accompanying text supra.
140. See text at notes 52-56 supra.
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main familiar with local rules and procedures; (ii) to behave
ethically; (iii) to be available for court proceedings; and (iv) to do pro
bono and other volunteer work in the state.' 141 The Court noted
that the state's interests could be served through less restrictive
means.142

Less Restrictive Alternatives

The courts have agreed that the ends proferred by the states in
justifying their residency requirements are legitimate, although they
do not meet the substantiality test to justify such discrimination
against nonresidents. 143 Furthermore, residency requirements, as a
means, were not closely tailored to achieve the proffered ends.144

Now that bar admission residency requirements as a means to assure
legal competency have been struck down, states must search for less
restrictive means to meet their objectives. The following suggestions
have been made which states must seriously consider if they wish to
meet these objectives. 145

Familiarity with local rules and procedures. The Supreme
Court dispensed with this justification on the basis that residency re-
quirements, as a way to assure that attorneys are familiar with local
rules and procedure, are markedly overinclusive as there is no evi-
dence to show that nonresident attorneys are less likely to keep
abreast of local rules.146 They are also underinclusive since resident
attorneys may move out of the state and still retain their bar mem-
bership.147 Presence in the state is not a good indicator of who is pro-
ficient in local law.148 The state may desire to protect its citizens
from lawyers who are unfamiliar with its laws; yet, "a residence clas-
sification is an almost irrational means of doing so."'149 Residence in
a state "offers virtually no promise of competence in local law and
residence outside of the state holds no real threat of
incompetence."'150

States instead may require a separate exam on local law and pe-
riodic reexaminations to ensure continued familiarity.151 An exami-

141. Piper, 105 S. Ct. at 1279.
142. Id. at 1280.
143. See notes 92-97 and accompanying text supra.
144. See notes 123-33 and accompanying text supra.
145. See notes 151-75 and accompanying text infra.
146. Piper, 105 S. Ct. at 1279.
147. Id. at 1279 n.19.
148. Simson, Discrimination Against Nonresidents and the Privileges and Immu-

nities Clause of Article IV, 128 U. PA. L. REV. 379, 389-90 (1979).
149. Id. at 390.
150. Id. at 391.
151. Halter, supra note 85, at 9-10. Ironically, New Hampshire had such a require-
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nation of all applicants, whether state residents or not, would serve
the legitimate interest in ensuring familiarity with local rules in a
way that a residency requirement cannot.152 "Too often, even life-
long residents of a community have no knowledge of even the basic
rudiments of the governmental units closest at hand,"'15 3 and legal
competence is not dependent on such "cultural provincialism."' m

Ensuring ethical behavior. A state has a legitimate interest in
admitting ethical attorneys to its bar. However, a residency require-
ment is a highly imprecise way of identifying which attorneys will
behave ethically, and which will not.155 "[R]egard for the good repu-
tation of the attorney and the bar generally is a function of where an
individual's heart is, not where her [or his] house is."l

In Piper, the court noted that to ensure ethical behavior, a state
may discipline those attorneys who behave unacceptably regardless
of where they reside.157 The remedies used to safeguard against
abuses by resident attorneys--contempt, disciplinary proceedings,
and malpractice actions-can be applied with equally effective force
against unethical, nonresident attorneys.15s The problem of ob-
taining jurisdiction over nonresident attorneys for disciplinary pur-
poses has been dismissed as a justification. 159 In fact, one court has
commented that if such a problem did arise, a court rule could be
adopted requiring that nonresident attorneys appoint the clerk of
court as an agent for service of process. 160

Availability for Court Proceedings. The Court noted that, while
having some merit, the assertion that residency is a means of assur-
ing the availability of an attorney for proceedings called on short no-
tice has not justified a state's excluding nonresidents from the bar.161

Less restrictive alternatives suggested include retaining a local attor-
ney for availability at unscheduled proceedings,162 or, as is being done

ment of completion of a practical skills course within one year of admission to its bar.
Piper, 539 F. Supp. at 1066.

152. Piper, 539 F. Supp. at 1066.
153. Keenan v. Board of Law Examiners, 317 F. Supp. 1350, 1359 (E.D.N.C. 1970).
154. Id.
155. Simson, supra note 148, at 391.
156. Piper, 539 F. Supp. at 1072.
157. Piper, 105 S. Ct. at 1279.
158. Gordon, 48 N.Y.2d at 274, 397 N.E.2d at 1314, 422 N.Y.S.2d at 646.
159. See Stalland, 530 F. Supp. at 160-61 (nonresidents previously subject to bar dis-

ciplinary measures); Noll, 649 P.2d at 245-46 (other remedies available to obtain juris-
diction); Gordon, 48 N.Y.2d at _, 397 N.E.2d at 1313-14, 422 N.Y.S.2d at 646 (state
interests ill-served by residency requirements); Sargus, 294 S.E.2d at 445-46 (court dis-
posed of state's justification as less restrictive alternatives available).

160. Jadd, 391 Mass. at -, 401 N.E.2d at 765.
161. See, e.g., Piper, 105 S. Ct. at 1280; Stalland, 530 F. Supp. at 160; Noll, 649 P.2d

at 245.
162. Piper, 105 S. Ct. at 1280. Ironically, by Piper's residing only 400 yards from
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with increasing frequency, using telephone conference calls as a way
to expedite matters.163

To Perform Pro Bono and other Volunteer Work in the State.
Performance of pro bono and other volunteer work by attorneys is a
legitimate interest of a state in regulating the legal profession. How-
ever, ensuring that such work is performed is not served by the im-
position of residency requirements.164 The Court reasoned that most
attorneys who become members of a bar association will endeavor to
perform such services because it will serve their professional inter-
ests.165 In fact, pro bono work is becoming more attractive through-
out the nation as attorneys are becoming increasingly aware of the
personal and public benefits of such work.166 Such benefits include
learning new areas of the law, forming bar association ties, and be-
coming involved in their community.'6 7 States that wish to increase
the amount of pro bono work performed have other options available
to assure that this vital service is performed.16s

The need for attorneys to perform their share of pro bono work
is increasing due to recent budget cuts in spending for legal assist-
ance for the poor.169 Attorney General Edwin Meese III has said that
the legal profession itself must participate more fully in providing
legal services to the poor.170 In areas where the amount of pro bono
work performance is low, solutions have ranged from mandatory pro
bono plans,171 the product of a local bar association's concern for the
plight of the poor, to pro bono projects initiated by corporate legal de-
partments.172 Another innovative idea, borrowed from Canada, is
called I.O.L.T.A., or Interest on Lawyer's Trust Accounts, which
pools fee advances and other funds held by participating attorneys on

the New Hampshire border, she theoretically can be closer to a New Hampshire court
than a resident of New Hampshire who lives in a distant part of the state. See id. at
1274.

163. Hanson, Olson, Shuart & Thornton, Telephone Hearings in Civil Trial Courts:
What Do Attorneys Think? 66 JUDICATURE 408, 408-09 (1983).

164. See Piper, 105 S. Ct. at 1280 (less restrictive alternatives available to ensure
pro bono work).

165. Piper, 105 S. Ct. at 1280. See also Carlson, Pro bono: Working Toward Equal
Justice, 71 A.B.A. J., July 1985, at 130, 130.

166. Carlson, supra note 165, at 130. The Piper Court alludes to this conclusion by
stating, "This sort of participation, of course would serve the professional interest of a
lawyer who practices in the State." Piper, 105 S. Ct. at 1280.

167. Carlson, supra note 165, at 130.
168. See notes 171-74 and accompanying text infra.
169. McCoy, Pro Bono Publico: Federal Legal-Aid Cuts Spur the Bar to Increase

Free Work for the Poor, Wall St. J., March 30, 1984, at 1, col. 1.
170. Q & A With the Attorney General, 71 A.B.A. J., July 1985, at 44, 48.
171. Piper, 105 S. Ct. at 1280 n.22 (reference to mandatory pro bono plan in El

Paso, Texas).
172. McCoy, supra note 169, at 1, col. 1.
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behalf of clients.173 The interest earned on deposits in these accounts
is used for legal aid expenses.174 A program such as this can provide
funds for legal aid for the poor and is a viable alternative for states
looking for ways to assure legal services for all.

Since the states have a legitimate interest in attorneys perform-
ing volunteer work, especially now as federal funds are drying up, ac-
tion must be taken to serve this interest. Reasonable steps must be
taken to assure that pro bono work is actually performed, rather
than merely imposing residency requirements on attorneys with the
hope that the work will be done. Since such alternatives are avail-
able, states should adopt them for the benefit of their citizens.

The ends proffered by the state in Piper were not found to meet
the substantiality test, and the means were not closely tailored.175 To
achieve these goals, which are legitimate ones, the state must adopt
less restrictive means which do not unnecessarily discriminate
against nonresidents.176

Now that the Supreme Court has struck down residency require-
ments for bar admission by examination as violative of the privileges
and immunities clause, other bar admission residency requirements
will also fall.

Ramifcations of Piper

Residency Requirements for Admission on Motion. Most juris-
dictions grant migrating attorneys membership in their bar associa-
tions without written examinations if the attorneys establish
residency in the state in which admission is sought.177 This type of
admission is known as admission on motion, admission by reciprocity,
or admission by comity.178 Admission on motion enables an attorney
to become a member of a state bar based on proof of admission and
good standing in another jurisdiction.179 Some states impose restric-
tions on admission on motion, one of which is a residency require-
ment.' s° Such residency requirements prevent attorneys from using
admission on motion as a way to establish a multistate practice.' 8 '
However, due to the increased mobility within society, including at-

173. Id. at 16, col. 4.
174. Id.
175. See notes 134-35 and accompanying text supra.
176. Piper, 105 S. Ct. at 1280-81.
177. Hafter, upra note 85, at 4.
178. Id.
179. Id. at 6-7.
180. Id. at 5. Other restrictions include an additonal exam, length of practice re-

quirements, location or type of practice requirements, and reciprocity with a state
which extends similar privileges. Id. at 4-6.

181. Id. at 23.
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torneys and their clients, a degree of uniformity in the law, and grad-
ual changes in the practice of law with the emergence of legal
specialists, the multistate practice of law has become an increasing
phenomenon. 82

Under a privileges and immunities clause challenge, residency
requirements for admission on motion would be struck down for rea-
sons identical to those in Piper.8 3 In fact, such requirements have
been struck down where the discrimination among persons seeking
admission on motion was based solely on residency.'i 4 Identifying
the right to practice law as protected by the clause, states would be
unable to justify these requirements under the substantial reason
test.' a5 States that offer admission on motion are essentially agreeing
to accept another state's judgment on the competency of the attor-
ney; therefore, they cannot honestly allege that they are taking steps
to assure competency. i 8'

Less restrictive alternatives have been suggested to alleviate
problems associated with competency and discipline, neither of which
are unique to nonresident attorneys seeking admission on motion.'8 7

Nonresident attorneys desiring a multistate practice could be re-
quired to maintain an office in the state or to designate an agent for
service of process.'8 8 To protect clients injured by incompetent attor-

182. Brakel & Loh, Regulating the Multistate Practice of Law, 50 WASH. L. REV.
699, 700 (1975).

183. See text at notes 20-23 supra.
184. In Stalland, the court held the practice of law to be a fundamental right, pro-

tected by the privileges and immunities clause from unjustified discrimination on the
basis of residency. 530 F. Supp. at 158. This discrimination could not be justified by
the state, as the imposition of residency requirements for bar admission on motion was
not closely tailored to the justifications offered by the state. Id. at 162.

In Jadd, the Supreme Court of Massachusetts held that the residency requirement
for admission to the bar on motion violated the privileges and immunities clause. The
court noted that it is unlikely that the distinction between admission by examination
and admission on motion has constitutional significance. 391 Mass. at -, 461 N.E.2d at
766.

185. See notes 66-70 and accompanying text supra.
186. Residency requirements for admission on motion were challenged in Sestric v.

Clark, 765 F.2d 665 (7th Cir. 1985). The challenged Illinois bar rule required nonresi-
dent attorneys seeking admission on motion to take the bar examination unless they
had practiced law continuously for five of the last seven years in the state where they
were licensed. Id. at 657. The court found this rule did not violate the privileges and
immunities clause since there was no clear cut preference for state residents in that
the examination was also waived for nonresidents who met the continuous practice re-
quirement. Id. at 659. The fact that the burden of taking the bar examination was
placed on residents and nonresidents alike "provides some assurance that it is a moder-
ate and reasonable, rather than arbitrary and prohibitive, burden." Id.

187. Hafter, supra note 85, at 40-42.
188. Id. at 40. See also Stalland, 530 F. Supp. at 160 (court cited with approval Min-

nesota Bar Admission Rule which required nonresidents to maintain office in state or
designate service of process agent); In re Sackman, 90 N.J. 521, -, 448 A.2d 1014, 1021
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neys, a problem not related to an attorney's place of residence, states
may require that all attorneys have malpractice insurance. 8 9

To ensure familiarity with local rules and procedures, states may
require periodic reexaminations for all attorneys admitted on motion,
and continuing legal education.1 9 Thus, free of residency require-
ments, attorneys, who desire a multistate practice, would be free to
engage in it upon meeting the higher standards. Until all residency
requirements fall, multistate practice is not feasible for attorneys de-
siring such a practice.191 Thus, the removal of residency require-
ments would be especially advantageous to counsel for multistate
corporations, members of multistate firms, and legal specialists. 9 2

The complete abolition of admission on motion is a possible, if
not probable, backlash from Piper.9 3 Potential competition may be
perceived as an economic threat to local attorneys, and with no resi-
dency requirements, the abolition of admission on motion may be the
only way for states who want to practice economic protectionism to
do so. i 94 Requiring all applicants to take the bar exam would not vio-
late the clause without a showing that such was motivated solely by
economic protectionism. 95 Nonresidents would not be singled out, as
all attorneys admitted to the bar would be required to take an exami-
nation, and the state would then admit those who passed the exam to
its bar regardless of their residency status.1i This would be an un-
fortunate move, as it would hamper multistate admissions. Without
the availability of admission on motion, lawyers admitted to practice
in one state may practically be denied the opportunity to be admitted
in another state due to procedural problems.' 97 Likewise, imposing a
generalized bar exam on experienced attorneys with a specialized
practice effectively may deny such attorneys a chance to gain admis-

(1982) (upheld New Jersey Bar Association rule which required nonresident attorneys
to maintain bona fide office in state).

189. Hafter, supra note 85, at 40-41.
190. Id. at 41. The American Bar Association has endorsed the concept of continu-

ing legal education. Id. at 41 n.139.
191. Id. at 41.
192. Id. at 38.
193. McHugh, Legal Aide, 13 STUDENT LAW., May 1985, at 10, 10.
194. Hafter, supra note 85, at 38.
195. Hawkins v. Moss, 503 F.2d 1171, 1179-80 (4th Cir. 1974). The court stated: "So

long, then, as the State does not subject the migrant attorney, seeking the right to
practice in the State, to no more onerous requirements than those imposed on its own
citizens seeking such right, it cannot be said that the State has violated the section."
Id. (referring to privileges and immunities clause).

196. See note 186 supra.
197. Hafter, supra note 85, at 35. Practical considerations alone would make ad-

mission in different states unrealistic. With the adoption of the multistate bar exam,
states administer the exam on the same date nationwide causing financial and logisti-
cal problems. Id. at 35 n.122.
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sion. 198 "A state that chills interstate bar admissions is saying that it
prefers the systematized knowledge of a recent graduate of law
school to the specialized skills acquired only through extensive expe-
rience in the courtroom, and the negotiating conference, or in the law
office."'199 Such considerations in conjunction with the reality of in-
terstate law practice have led to calls for a national practice of law.20°

A National Bar. Supporters of a national bar have noted the var-
ious forces in today's world which have made the creation of this type
of bar the most realistic way to deal with changes in the profes-
sion.20 ' Such changes include: the increase in the volume of federal
regulatory statutes and administrative regulations;20 2 increases in the
extent, volume, and significance of transactions crossing state
lines;2 03 the trend toward uniformity in state law, due, in most part,
to uniform statutes and codes in the several states;204 increased mo-
bility of attorneys due to advances in the fields of communication and
travel;20 5 the increased specialization of law;2 ° the trend of law firms
towards becoming national or international in scope;20 7 increases in
the volume and significance of federal litigation as compared to state
litigation;20 8 and the desire of clients to obtain services by out-of-state
specialists or attorneys familiar with the clients' affairs.2° 9

State-erected barriers, such as residency requirements, serve
only to protect resident attorneys from professional competition.210

Although temporary benefits may appear, the legal profession "in the
long run must find its economic prosperity in national union, not
state division."211

198. Smith, Time for a National Practice of Law Act, 64 A.B.A. J., Apr. 1978, at
557, 558.

199. Id.
200. Gordon, 48 N.Y.2d at 272, 397 N.E.2d at 1313 n.10, 422 N.Y.S.2d at 645.
201. Comisky & Patterson, The Case for a Federally Created National Bar by Rule

or by Legislation, 55 TEMP. L. Q. 945, 946 (1982). See generally, Smith, supra note 198.
202. Comlsky & Patterson, supra note 201, at 946; Special Project, supra note 92, at

756.
203. Comtsky & Patterson, supra note 201, at 946; Special Project, supra note 92, at

756; Brakel & Loh, supra note 182, at 699.
204. Comisky & Patterson, supra note 201, at 946, Brakel & Loh, supra note 182, at

699.
205. Comisky & Patterson, supra note 201, at 946, Special Project, supra note 92, at

780.
206. Comisky & Patterson, supra note 201, at 946, Brakel & Loh, supra note 182 at

699. Some examples of these specialties include: environmental law; federal securities;
federal tax; products liability; labor law; and the Uniform Commercial Code. Piper,
723 F.2d at 117 n.7.

207. Comisky & Patterson, supra note 201, at 947.
208. Id.
209. Id.
210. Smith, aupra note 198, at 557.
211. Id. at 559.
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The creation of a national bar may be accomplished in several
ways. Two popular suggestions are the creation of a nationwide legal
profession by federal law and a state-enacted uniform practice of law
act.212 The federally created national bar, as proposed by some com-
mentators, would provide a federally administered, national bar
exam to test general legal principles.21 3 This federal license would
entitle an attorney to practice in federal courts, engage in a general
office practice, and, with limitations imposed by the states, practice
before state courts.214 Such limitations on state practice could in-
clude an examination on local law and association with a locally li-
censed attorney until such proficiency is demonstrated, but not
residency requirements or repetitive examinations on general legal
principles.215 Such a system, enacted under the commerce power,216

recognizes the valid state interests to safeguard against tenth amend-
ment violations.2 17 Such legislation would also need to recognize the
distinction between the role of Congress and the courts in the area of
control of the practice of law.218

Chesterfield Smith, a former American Bar Association Presi-
dent, proposes that the states should adopt consistent approaches for
a national practice of law act, thus, maintaining their role in the reg-
ulation of lawyers.21 9 The chilling of interstate bar admissions con-
flicts with the long-term interests of both the legal profession and
the nation.220 "When one state can refuse to give full faith and credit
to the order of a court of last resort of [another] state finding a per-
son qualified to practice law, the ability of the legal profession to
serve its national clients adequately is substantially and gravely
impaired."

22 '

Opponents of a national bar claim that states as sovereign enti-
ties should retain jurisdiction over their own affairs. 2 States have

212. Id. at 559-60.
213. Comisky & Patterson, supra note 201, at 958.
214. Id. at 975.
215. Id. at 974-75.
216. U.S. CoNsT. art. I, § 8, cl. 3. The commerce clause states: "To regulate Com-

merce with foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with the Indian
Tribes." Since the practice of law is trade or commerce, Congress has the power to
regulate the practice of law, insofar as it affects interstate commerce. See Comisky &
Patterson, supra note 201, at 964-66.

217. See Comlsky & Patterson, supra note 201, at 964-72.
218. Id. at 974-75. See also U.S. CoNsT. art. I § 8. cl. 9 (Congress has power to con-

stitute tribunals inferior to the Supreme Court); U.S. CONST. art. III, § 1 (United States
judicial power shall be vested in one supreme court, and in such inferior courts as Con-
gress may establish).

219. Smith, supru note 198, at 560.
220. Id.
221. Id.
222. Young, A National Bar? No!, 54 Fuc B.J. 109, 111 (1980).
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their own laws, statutes, and courts, and the fact that an attorney
practices in one state does not assure that she or he is qualified to
practice in another state.223 These critics do not serve their cause
well when they admit, "We must not be ashamed of speaking out in
favor of the concept of the economic protection of the local bar."224

They continue to fall back on the argument that the states must re-
tain total authority over the legal profession to assure the competent
and ethical practice of law,225 while ignoring the fact that, even with
the "wide open reciprocity" of a national practice of law, states could
still require attorneys to demonstrate knowledge of local law, as long
as done within constitutional limitations.226

CONCLUSION

The privileges and immunities clause of article IV of the United
States Constitution was intended to minimize friction among the peo-
ple of the various states as well as among the states themselves. The
modern interpretation of the clause allows states to discriminate
against nonresidents only when its reasons for doing so are substan-
tial, and the discrimination practiced is closely tailored to those
reasons.

In Piper, the discrimination practiced against nonresidents was a
state residency requirement for bar admission by examination, effec-
tively prohibiting attorneys, who were unable to meet this require-
ment, from the practice of law in the state. In Piper, the reasons
offered by the state for this requirement-nonresidents would be less
likely to become and remain familiar with local rules and procedures,
to behave ethically, to be available for court proceedings, and to do
pro bono and other volunteer work in the state-were not found to
be substantial, nor was the discrimination practiced closely tailored
to these reasons.

The reasons offered for the residency requirement in Piper are
nonetheless legitimate ends. States desiring the achievement of these
goals may do so by adopting one of the less restrictive means which
have been suggested above.

Now that Piper has been decided, it is expected that challenges
to residency requirements for admission on motion will increase, ulti-
mately leading to their demise. Changes in the legal profession,
which have resulted in the increased multistate practice of law, have
meant that attorneys will want to be members of more than one

223. Id.
224. Id. at 111-12.
225. Id. at ill.
226. Id. at 111-12.
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state's bar association. To enable them to pursue this option effec-
tively, residency requirements which act as trade barriers must be
eliminated. Under a privileges and immunities clause challenge,
these too would fall.

The adoption of a national bar, with provisions for state exams
on local law and procedure for all applicants, is an option which may
prove to be the answer to solving the problem of how best to assure
competency, ethical behavior, professionalism, and growth of the
legal profession, without running into state-erected, protectionist
trade barriers such as residency requirements. In light of Piper, the
legal profession would be well-served by urging the adoption of such
an idea in the near future.

Kathleen Ford-'87




